and, for our puposes, p satisfies -1 ^ p < 0. There is equality if and only if f o (x) = λ/^cc) for some constant λ. See [3] , Theorem 201, coupled with the remark preceding Theorem 200.
Our second tool, which we shall refer to as the projection lemma, was established in [2] . Let K* denote the projection of K onto a fixed, m-dimensional, linear subspace E m through Q for 1 ^ m < n. We have Since E m contains Q and the polar reciprocation is with respect to sphere E centred at Q, in forming K* the order of operations is immaterial. This result is proved by a polar reciprocation argument from
There is equality in either inclusion if K o and K λ are homothetic with centre of magnification at Q.
The dual Brunn-Minkowski theorem (1) will be used. Finally we shall make use of Kubota's formula and some of its consequences. This material is covered in [1] . An (n -v) dimensional cross-section measure ("Quermass") of K is the (n -v) dimensional volume of that convex body which is the vertical projection of K onto an j& n _v The mean cross-section measures are usually defined as the coefficients in Steiner's polynomial which describes
If we denote the (v -l) th mean cross-section measure of the projection of K onto that E n -X through Q which is orthogonal to the vector v*! by Wl-^K, u^, then Kubota's formula is Here the integration with respect to the direction u λ is extended over the surface Ω n of E, dω n is the element of surface area on Ω n and κ nî s the volume of the n -1 dimensional unit sphere.
Kubota's formula can be applied to the mean cross-section measure Wi-^K, u x ) for fixed u x \ fCn-2
, u lf
where W"-2 is the (v -2)th mean cross-section measure of the projection of K onto the £7 W _ 2 through Q orthogonal to u λ and u 2 with u 2 orthogonal to u lt After v such steps we have as the extended form of Kubota's formula:
Each vector u p is orthogonal to u q for q <p and W^\K, u lf u 2 , •• ,^v) is the Oth mean cross-section measure of the projection of K onto that E n -V through Q which is the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by u lf u 2J , u v . Steiner's formula (5) with λ = 0 shows that W 0 (K) is the volume of K and so W 0 M is an (n -v) dimensional cross-section measure of K. Thus, to within a numerical factor depending on n and v, W^(K) is the arithmetic mean of the (n -v) dimensional cross-section measures.
In § 3 we shall use the following abbreviations: for dω Λ _ v dω n -1 dω % we write dώ with sign of integration and omit reference to the domains of integration; for one l//r n _ 1 yr ri _ 2 -Λ; n _ v we write k; finally for W^(K t u 19 U2> ">Uv) we write σ(K*).
In this notation the extended Kubota formula reads W{K) -k\σ(K*)dω . 3 We now prove (2) . By the extended form of Kubota's formula Here we take advantage of the fact that (Kr = (κ*y.
This gives (7) There is equality if and only if all the projections K o * and K* are liomothetic with the centre of magnification at Q. This condition is sufficient for equality in (6); it is necessary and sufficient for (7).
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